
AcqKnowledge tools:

Sleep depriva�on and EEG chaos

AcqKnowledge 5 has a large library of analysis rou�nes for many different interes�ng

applica�ons that BIOPAC has added over the years. Many users are not aware of all the

features available. Maye you simply collect data and do not search in all menus? Or

maybe you have an old version of the program that lacks some features? Instead of

telling you about everything you can do, we have chosen an exci�ng example that we

want to share with you:

Time series data from an EEG signal can appear unpredictably chao�c. One method of

a+emp�ng to characterize such systems without exact models of underlying mechanisms

is to try to recreate a mathema�cal phase space (in which unknown dynamic processes

take place) from �me series data only on the basis of measurement. These may have

different op�mal embedding dimensions depending on whether you also take into

account the �me deriva�ves of different arrangements of the signal. Researchers has

been looking for correla�ons between this dimension from certain EEG posi�ons and

sleep depriva�on. The result indicates that in a the awake state, brain processes are less

complex when suffering from total sleep depriva�on [1].

This technique can be used on all types of signals lacking underlying mathema�cal

models, where you wish to characterize different types of complex or chao�c dynamic

states. Applica�ons are also available for ECG.

BIOPAC has implemented chaos features that you find in the Analysis menu of

AcqKnowledge 5.



Do you or your colleague wish a demonstra�on or advice in the selec�on of

measurement systems and analysis possibili�es?

Please contact responsible for physiological measurement systems:

Fredrik Rådebjörk, fredrik@jor.se, or call +46 (0)18 34 28 20

More about AcqKnowledge »

Latest completed and upcoming new webinars:

25/1: S�mulus Presenta�on and Event Mark Up with SuperLab

8/2: AcqKnowledge S�m Synchroniza�on and Analysis

Do you miss a webinar from BIOPAC? See our webinar-archive »
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(1) Effect of total sleep depriva�on on the dimensional complexity of the waking EEG

(2) A,ractor

(3) Chapter 17, Specialized Analysis - Chaos Analysis, AcqKnowledge SoEware Guide



Don't hesitate to contact us at biopac@jor.se with a short description
of your situation and we are happy to give you tailored advice!

We also have research systems with more features.

Skulle du föredra att få dessa nyhetsbrev på svenska i fortsättningen?
Skicka ett mejl till biopac@jor.se och meddela oss.

Vill du avregistrera dig från vårt nyhetsbrev? Avregistrera dig här »

Unregister from newsletters? Unregister here »
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